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  Configuration: 

LP-51-IR-01 Advanced Intelligent DSP IR
Receiver 12-Pack (North America)*
LP-51-IR-02 Advanced Intelligent DSP IR
Receiver 12-Pack (Asia, UK)*
LP-51-IR-03 Advanced Intelligent DSP IR
Receiver 12-Pack (Euro)*
LP-51-IR-04 Advanced Intelligent DSP IR
Receiver 12-Pack (Australia)*

*01, 02, 03, and 04 designation refers to
international plug type (type B, G, E, and I) for
the power supply.

Product Overview: 

The LP-51-IR receiver pack gives you a convenient way to purchase all of the equipment needed to begin offering IR assistive
listening or expand your existing system to accommodate more clients and customers. The package includes twelve (12)
LR-5200-IR iDSP advanced personal receivers and one LA-381 Intelligent 12-unit charging tray, as well as neck
loops/lanyards for each receiver and more.

The LR-5200-IR iDSP receiver from Listen Technologies is the smallest device of its kind, giving users a lightweight and
convenient way to utilize your assistive listening technology. Each high-performance receiver offers unmatched sensitivity,
range, and clarity, and the advanced green battery technology makes it more convenient and affordable for businesses and
venues.

Each receiver features an OLED display for clearly communicating the channel name and status, battery charge level, and
volume level. A programmable channel select button lets users cycle through the available/active channels, and the micro
USB connection allows for easy setup, programming, and firmware updates.

The LA-381 drop-in charging/dispensing station for the Listen iDSP receivers provides a convenient way to charge, store,
dispense, and collect ListenIR receivers. The tray accommodates all twelve (12) of the receivers included with the package,
providing plenty of storage and charging capacity.

Get everything you need to offer industry-leading IR assistive listening to your customers, clients, visitors, and more with the
LP-51-IR Advanced iDSP IR Receiver 12-pack from Listen Technologies.

Highlights: 

Complete package including twelve (12) LR-5200-IR receivers, neck loops/lanyards, charging tray, universal ear
speakers, and more
Advanced-technology, high-performance receivers offer best-in-class range, clarity, and sensitivity
Ideal for starting or expanding an IR assistive listening system in your business or venue
Integrated neck loops/lanyards with DSP loop driver improve the listening experience for T-coil users
Drop-in tray charges and stores all twelve (12) included ListenIR iDSP personal listening receivers
Wall, drawer, rack, and tabletop mounting options allow for convenient installation and easy access
Tension locking charge slots ensure a secure fit and effective charging
Limited Lifetime Warranty with hassle-free support

Includes:
Twelve (12) LR-5200-IR-P1 Advanced Intelligent DSP IR Receiver Package 1*
One (1) LA-381 Intelligent 12-Unit Charging Tray (North America)   *The LR-5200-IR-P1 comes with an ear phone/neck loop
lanyard, universal ear speaker, quick start guide and a non-proprietary field replaceable Lithium-ion battery. 
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